Introduction
[2] It has been understood for at least a decade that anthropogenic aerosols partly offset the warming effect of greenhouse gases and that inclusion of aerosols in climate models can improve the agreement between models and observations . More recently, results from several climate models have shown that spatially inhomogeneous aerosol forcing can alter atmospheric circulation and rainfall, especially at low latitudes. Aerosols cool the surface and (if absorbing aerosols are present) warm the lower atmosphere, stabilizing the boundary layer and suppressing convection in the most polluted regions [Ramanathan et al., 2005] . In the tropics, this can result in increased (compensating) convection in other areas, which may be distant from the aerosol sources [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002a] . Possible impacts include summertime floods and droughts in China [Menon et al., 2002b] , droughts in the Sahel [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002a] , and a weakening of the South Asian Monsoon [Ramanathan et al., 2005] . Inclusion of aerosols in climate models has also been shown to lead to a decrease in modeled solar radiation at the Earth's surface Nazarenko and Menon, 2005] . This helps to reconcile climate models with the observed downward trend in surface solar radiation that occurred from about 1960 to 1990, the so-called global dimming phenomenon [Stanhill and Cohen, 2001] . There is evidence of some reversal of global dimming since 1990 [Wild et al., 2005] , and this is broadly consistent with known aerosol reductions in many regions. If aerosols have contributed to global dimming, then aerosols are also likely to have contributed to observed decreases in pan evaporation . These and other studies show considerable evidence of aerosol effects on climate in the Northern Hemisphere (NH).
[3] In the relatively pristine Southern Hemisphere (SH), there is much less evidence of strong climatic effects due to aerosols, though observations over the Amazon basin do suggest the possibility of substantial effects there due to biomass-burning aerosols [Hobbs et al., 1997; Andreae et al., 2004; Koren et al., 2004] . Australia is a continent with low levels of anthropogenic aerosols, which superficially suggests the absence of a substantial aerosol effect on Australian climate. However, several studies using atmospheric global climate models (GCMs) coupled to mixed-layer ocean models have shown an overall southward shift of tropical rainfall in response to anthropogenic aerosol forcing, which predominantly causes a cooling of the NH. Earlier studies considered only indirect aerosol effects [Rotstayn et al., 2000b; Williams et al., 2001; Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002a] , whereas more recent studies have considered direct and indirect aerosol effects Takemura et al., 2005; Kristjánsson et al., 2005] . These results suggest the possibility of an impact on Australian climate from the large Asian aerosol haze.
[4] Averaged over Australia, observed climatic trends in the second half of the 20th century include increases in temperature [Nicholls, 2003; Karoly and Braganza, 2005] , rainfall [Smith, 2004] and cloudiness [Jones and Henderson-Sellers, 1992] and decreases in diurnal temperature range (DTR) [Karoly and Braganza, 2005] . The rainfall trends since midcentury are dominated by increases over the northwestern and central parts of the continent, where they were found to be statistically significant [Smith, 2004] , but there are decreasing trends over the northeast and south. Although the cloud observations are considered uncertain [Jones and Henderson-Sellers, 1992] , increasing cloudiness is broadly consistent with increasing rainfall. Also, Australian interannual DTR changes have been found to correlate very strongly (R = 0.90) with changes in cloudiness [Dai et al., 1997] , so the decreasing DTR trend provides independent confirmation of the increasing cloudiness trend. Although aerosol increases can also contribute to decreases in DTR [Hansen et al., 1995; Nazarenko and Menon, 2005] , low aerosol levels over Australia probably explain why the correlation between DTR and cloudiness was found to be stronger over Australia than elsewhere by Dai et al. [1997] . Relatively low aerosol levels also make it difficult to attribute observed decreases in Australian pan evaporation [Roderick and Farquhar, 2004] to local aerosol increases.
[5] In this study we use a GCM to investigate the possibility that anthropogenic aerosol forcing has contributed to recent trends in the Australian hydrological cycle. We focus especially on rainfall trends, since rainfall fluctuations have large socioeconomic impacts over Australia, and high-quality rainfall observations are available. An important feature of Australian rainfall is its strong interannual variability. This variability is modulated, at least in part, by natural oscillations in the ocean basins to the east, south, and west of Australia. The influence of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has been known for many years, with El Niño (La Niña) events associated with low (high) rainfall over most of eastern Australia [e.g., McBride and Nicholls, 1983; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987] . The connection between Indian Ocean SSTs and Australian rainfall variations was pointed out by Nicholls [1989] . Much recent research has focused on a natural mode referred to as the Indian Ocean Dipole [Saji et al., 1999] and its link to Australian wintertime rainfall variations in a broad band stretching from the northwest to the southeast of the continent [e.g., Ashok et al. 2003 ]. To the south, the Southern Annular Mode (also known as the Antarctic Oscillation) is the major mode of variability. It has been linked to interannual rainfall variations over southern Australia, both in the southwest [e.g., Cai et al., 2003a] and the southeast [Meneghini et al., 2007] .
[6] It is increasingly recognized that anthropogenic climate change can occur via changes in these natural modes of the climate system [Clarke et al., 2001] . For example, AOGCMs forced by increasing atmospheric CO 2 have simulated an El Niño-like warming pattern in the Pacific Ocean [e.g., Meehl and Washington, 1996; Cai and Whetton, 2000] , which suggests the disturbing possibility that future average rainfall might be lower over eastern Australia. Also, a robust feature of the SH response of GCMs to an increase of greenhouse gases is a shift of the Southern Annular Mode towards its ''positive'' state, with decreased pressure over Antarctica and increased pressure over the SH midlatitudes [Cubasch et al., 2001; Cai et al., 2003a] . This is also consistent with the study of Yin [2005] , who found a poleward shift of the midlatitude storm tracks in 21st century simulations of 15 current climate models. Changes in the Southern Annular Mode have been observed, with a significant positive trend since the mid-1960s [Thompson and Solomon, 2002] . This is consistent with the sign of the response of GCMs to increasing greenhouse gases, although Antarctic ozone depletion has also been implicated [Thompson and Solomon, 2002] . Recent modeling has attributed the trend in the Southern Annular Mode to a combination of increasing greenhouse gases and ozone depletion [Arblaster and Meehl, 2006] . These findings suggest possible anthropogenic causes for observed Australian rainfall trends (which are considered further in section 3.2). A more general conclusion from this brief overview of Australian climate variability is that in the present study, we are attempting to attribute multidecadal trends that exist against a background of strong interannual variability.
[7] We have used a coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM (OAGCM) with an interactive aerosol scheme to perform climate simulations for the period 1871 to 2000. We performed an ensemble of eight runs with ''all forcings'' (greenhouse gases, ozone, aerosols, volcanic eruptions, and solar variations) and a further ensemble of eight runs that only differed from the ''all forcing'' runs in that the emissions of anthropogenic aerosols and their precursors were held at their 1870 levels. The differences between the two ensembles were used to deduce the effects of anthropogenic aerosols. The paper is organized as follows. The model and experiments are described in section 2. Modeled and observed trends in the Australian hydrological cycle during 1951 -1996 are presented in section 3, and dynamical aspects of the simulations are considered in section 4. A sensitivity test designed to isolate the effects of Asian anthropogenic aerosols is presented in section 5. Further discussion is in section 6, and conclusions are in section 7.
Model and Experiments

Atmospheric Model
[8] The atmospheric model used in this study is a lowresolution (spectral R21) version of the Mk3 CSIRO atmospheric GCM. The R21 model has 18 hybrid vertical levels and a horizontal resolution of approximately 5.6°in longitude and 3.2°in latitude. A standard high-resolution version of the Mk3 model has been described in detail by Gordon et al. [2002] . However, the standard version did not include an interactive aerosol scheme and used an older radiation scheme that did not treat aerosol scattering or absorption. Since then, a comprehensive treatment of the tropospheric sulfur cycle was included in the CSIRO GCM [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] and treatments of other aerosol components, based on established schemes from other models, were subsequently added. Here, we summarize the aerosol schemes, the treatment of aerosol-cloud interactions, the features of an updated radiation code, and the treatment of aerosol optical properties in the new (Mk3A) model.
[9] Transport of aerosols and other trace quantities occurs by advection, vertical turbulent mixing, and vertical transport inside deep convective clouds [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] . Vertical advection is handled using a flux-corrected transport scheme [Van Leer, 1977] , and horizontal advection is handled via a semi-Lagrangian scheme [McGregor, 1993] . The treatment of vertical turbulent mixing is based on stability-dependent K-theory [Louis, 1979] . Under convective conditions, an additional nonlocal counter-gradient flux is added [Holtslag and Boville, 1993] . Convective transport is based on the vertical profiles of the updraft mass flux and compensating subsidence generated by the convection scheme [Gregory and Rowntree, 1990 ].
[10] Prognostic variables in the sulfur-cycle model are dimethyl sulfide (DMS), sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), and sulfate. The treatment of the sulfur chemistry is based on that in ECHAM4 [Feichter et al., 1996] . The carbonaceous aerosol module [Cooke et al., 1999] assumes an e-folding time of 1.15 days for the conversion of black carbon (BC) and particulate organic matter (POM) from their hydrophobic to hydrophilic forms. The treatment of mineral dust emission [Ginoux et al., 2004] is based on satellite analyses that identified major dust sources as topographic depressions in which a sufficiently deep layer of alluvium was able to accumulate [Prospero et al., 2002] . Four size bins are used for prognostic dust, with radii ranging from 0.1 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 6 mm, respectively. Two modes of sea salt aerosol (film-drop and jet-drop) are diagnosed at each time step as a function of 10-m wind speed above the ocean surface [O'Dowd et al., 1997] , but they are not prognostic variables, in the sense that they are not transported by the model. Sea salt aerosol is assumed to be well mixed in the marine boundary layer and is set to zero above the top of the boundary layer. This simple approach is similar to that used in the Met Office's Unified Model .
[11] Large-scale wet scavenging processes are linked to the warm rain and frozen precipitation processes in the stratiform cloud microphysical scheme [Rotstayn, 1997; Rotstayn et al., 2000a] and the convection scheme [Gregory and Rowntree, 1990] . Below-cloud scavenging is assumed proportional to the area swept out by precipitation, based on the negative-exponential raindrop or snowflake size distribution, with a constant of proportionality (collection efficiency) as defined in Table 1 . In-cloud scavenging is proportional to the amount of precipitation removed, divided by the liquid water (or ice water) content, with a constant of proportionality (scavenging efficiency) as defined in Table 1 . Many of the numbers in Table 1 are highly uncertain, especially where frozen precipitation is concerned. Also included in the scheme is reevaporation of aerosol due to evaporation of rain (or snow), as described previously [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] . These treatments apply to sulfate, POM, BC, and dust (but not sea salt, since it is not a prognostic variable).
[12] The shortwave radiation scheme is a two-stream code with 12 bands [Grant and Grossman, 1998; Grant et al., 1999] . The aerosol species treated are tropospheric sulfate, BC, POM, dust, sea salt, and stratospheric aerosol from volcanic eruptions. Except for carbonaceous aerosol (which is assumed to be an internal mixture of BC and POM), all the aerosol components are treated as external mixtures. The optical properties of sulfate, sea salt, and hydrophilic POM and BC account for hygroscopic aerosol growth, based on Kohler theory. Details of the assumed size distributions, optical properties and hygroscopic growth of tropospheric aerosol are given in Table 2 . Owing to the computational expense of the calculation of the dependence of aerosol single-scattering properties on relative humidity (and BC fraction for carbonaceous aerosol) in the aerosol optical property routine [Grant et al., 1999] , we implemented these via lookup tables. Mie calculations were performed to generate tables of aerosol specific extinction, single-scattering albedo (SSA) and asymmetry parameter in each shortwave band, at 21 relative humidities ranging from 0 to 99% (in increments of 5% from 0 to 95%). For carbonaceous aerosol, these tables were generated for 16 equally spaced BC volume fractions ranging from 0 to 30%. In the GCM, linear interpolation in relative humidity (and BC volume fraction) was used to determine the singlescattering properties of each aerosol species. We enhanced the treatment of cloud-radiative effects in the shortwave scheme to include ice clouds [Warren, 1984; Francis et al., 1994] , which were approximated as water clouds in the original shortwave code. Also included is a simple treatment of the effect of BC on snow albedo [Hansen and Nazarenko, [Chou et al., 2001; Chou and Lee, 2005] has 10 bands. Unlike the longwave code in the standard Mk3 model, the scheme treats non-CO 2 greenhouse gases (methane, nitrous oxide, and halocarbons) and aerosols. At present, the only aerosol included in the longwave scheme (as well as the shortwave scheme) is stratospheric aerosol from volcanic eruptions, which is assumed to have the properties of ammonium sulfate [Sato et al., 1993] .
[13] Cloud droplet number concentrations (cm À3 ) over oceans (N ocean ) and land (N land ) were estimated empirically by Menon et al. [2002a] as N ocean ¼ 10 2:41þ0:50 log SO4 where SO4, OM, and SS are the mass concentrations of sulfate, particulate organic matter, and sea salt, respectively, in mg m À3 . We use equation (1) over oceans but reduce the coefficient that multiplies SO4 in equation (2) from 0.50 to 0.26, which was the value obtained from extensive observations in an earlier study [Boucher and Lohmann, 1995] . The physical justification for this ''tuning'' is the higher level of background aerosol over land, which results in lower supersaturations and a weaker expected dependence of N on anthropogenic sulfate, as seen in the observational data [Boucher and Lohmann, 1995] . Equation (1) was based on data from only two field experiments, both in the eastern North Atlantic, and it is uncertain whether it is valid to extend it to large continental areas, so we reverted to the smaller coefficient from Boucher and Lohmann [1995] [14] In stratiform clouds, the droplet number concentration determines both the first [Twomey, 1977] and second [Albrecht, 1989] indirect effects. The first indirect effect enters the model via the parameterization of droplet effective radius in the radiation scheme [Rotstayn and Liu, 2003] . The second indirect effect enters via the parameterization of autoconversion (coalescence of cloud droplets) in the cloud microphysical scheme [Rotstayn and Liu, 2005] . The treatments of both these effects account for the observed increase of droplet spectral dispersion with increasing droplet concentration [Liu and Daum, 2002] . The convection scheme only includes very simple microphysics [Gregory and Rowntree, 1990] , so the second indirect effect of aerosols on convective clouds is omitted. However, the first indirect effect is included, following the same scheme as used for stratiform clouds.
Ocean and Sea-Ice Models
[15] The oceanic and sea-ice components of the model are based on those from the earlier Mk2 CSIRO climate model, since the Mk3 ocean model [Gordon et al., 2002] is only configured for coupling to the higher-resolution (spectral T63) atmospheric model. The sea-ice model [O'Farrell, 1998 ] includes the cavitating fluid rheology of Flato and Hibler [1990] and the three-layer ice thermodynamics of Semtner [1976] . The oceanic component is based on the Cox-Bryan code [Cox, 1984] and has the same horizontal resolution as the atmospheric model, with 21 levels in the vertical. Oceanic tracers are advected by the resolved largescale velocity field together with an eddy-induced transport velocity [Gent et al., 1995] . The coupling of the atmospheric and oceanic model components is done using flux adjustments to mitigate spurious climate drift. The flux adjustments are fixed in time, so they are not expected to contribute to the climatic trends that we consider in this study. Further Table 5 .1], with density 1.25 g cm À3 . The model's hydrophilic POM and BC is assumed to consist of 30% soluble material with the hygroscopic growth behavior of ammonium sulfate. The model's hydrophobic POM and BC is assumed to be completely nonhygroscopic. c The dust size distribution is a superposition of three modes based on observations over the Atlantic Ocean [de Reus et al., 2000] ; small dust (the first model size bin with r < 1 mm) consists of the two modes shown with number fractions 0.198 and 0.802, respectively. Large dust (three model size bins with r ! 1 mm) consists of one lognormal mode. d We used the refractive indices from d' Almeida et al. [1991] to calculate the wavelength-dependent extinction, single scattering albedo (SSA), and asymmetry factor, and then scaled the SSAs to give SSA of 0.98 at 670 nm, to be consistent with the value used by Bellouin et al. [2003] . e The size distributions for sea salt are based on measurements taken over the Pacific Ocean by Quinn et al. [1996] . The number concentrations of small sea salt and large sea salt are those of the film-drop and jet-drop modes, respectively, from the windspeed-dependent parameterization of O'Dowd et al. [1997] . The treatment of hygroscopic growth follows the Navy Aerosol Model [Gerber, 1985] . details of the oceanic component and the coupling procedures have been given previously by Gordon and O'Farrell [1997] and Hirst et al. [2000] .
Experimental Setup
[16] Each run covers the period 1871 to 2000 and uses an initial condition taken from a preindustrial control run that had been integrated for several hundred years to reach a state of approximate equilibrium. The initial conditions for the individual runs are separated by 20 years to ensure independence of the runs. Each of the eight runs in the ''all forcing'' (ALL) ensemble is forced by historical changes in long-lived greenhouse gases [Hansen et al., 2002] , ozone [Kiehl et al., 1999] , solar variations [Lean and Rind, 1998 ], volcanic sulfate (updated from Sato et al. [1993] ), and anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors (described below). Changes in land cover are not included. The setup of the eight runs in the ''all except aerosols'' (AXA) ensemble is identical to that of the ALL runs, except that anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and their precursors are held at 1870 levels throughout each run.
[17] Regarding aerosols, historical anthropogenic emissions are included for sulfur [Smith et al., 2001 and carbonaceous aerosols [Ito and Penner, 2005] . As discussed by these authors, such historical estimates are highly uncertain. Ninety seven percent of the sulfur emissions are assumed to occur as sulfur dioxide, and the remaining 3% occur as primary sulfate aerosol. The carbonaceous aerosol emissions include primary sources of BC and POM from the burning of fossil fuel, open vegetation, and biofuel. Emissions of BC and POM from open vegetation and biofuel are assumed to be hydrophilic, while emissions from fossil fuel are assumed to be 50% hydrophilic and 50% hydrophobic. Since secondary sources of POM are not included in the inventory, we multiplied the fossil fuel POM source for each year by a constant factor of 11.2 so that the global emission for 1985 matched that from an earlier inventory for the mid-1980s [Penner et al., 1993; Liousse et al., 1996] , which gave reasonable agreement with observations when used as the basis for a major model intercomparison , as well as another recent modeling study . Scaling up the fossil fuel POM emissions is a simple way to allow for secondary sources of POM (see discussion below). Anthropogenic sources of sulfur, POM, and BC for the years 1870 and 2000 in our model are compared in Table 3 , assuming a scale factor of 1.3 for conversion of organic carbon to POM. Note that even with the large scale-factor we applied to the fossil fuel POM emissions, our fossil fuel POM emissions for the year 2000 (24.3 Tg C) are within the range used in recent models (7.5 Tg C to 28.1 Tg C, according to , who emphasized the uncertainty of the emissions of carbonaceous aerosols). Also, our total POM emissions for the year 2000 (75.3 Tg C, including natural sources) are close to the average (74.3 Tg C) from the AeroCom models considered by Textor et al. [2006] .
[18] Global anthropogenic emissions of sulfur, BC and POM from 1871 to 2000 are shown in Figure 1a . Each species shows a relatively gradual rise until about 1950, followed by a more rapid increase as industrial development occurred after World War II. Global sulfur emissions peaked in the late 1970s and then started to fall, due to the introduction of emission controls. Global emissions of carbonaceous aerosols continued to increase until the late 1990s. There is also considerable geographical variation in the emission histories for these species [Smith et al., 2001; Ito and Penner, 2005] . For example, since about 1980, there has been a strong shift of sulfur emissions away from Europe and North America and toward Asia. Figure 1b shows the variation with time of emissions from ''Asia,'' Further details of the breakdown of anthropogenic sulfur emissions are given in Figure 2 of . b Biomass burning includes open-vegetation burning and biofuel use [Ito and Penner, 2005] . c SOA refers to the emission of fossil-fuel secondary organic aerosol implied by the scaling up of the fossil-fuel POM emissions described in the text. which we defined for the purpose of this study as a rectangular region from the equator to 45°N and from 70°E to 160°E (based on the hypothesis that NH aerosol sources from outside this region are too far away from Australia to substantially affect Australian climate). In contrast to the global emissions of sulfur, Asian emissions of sulfur, POM, and BC all continued to increase at least until the mid-1990s.
[19] The model also includes natural sources of sulfur [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] . These comprise SO 2 from noneruptive volcanoes, amounting to 8.0 Tg S yr À1 [Spiro et al., 1992; Graf et al., 1997] , and biogenic emissions of DMS from oceans. The oceanic DMS source is calculated using the flux parameterization of Nightingale et al. [2000] and a global database of DMS measurements [Kettle et al., 1999; Kettle and Andreae, 2000] . It amounts to 22.5 Tg S yr À1 in 1870 and 22.7 Tg S yr À1 in 2000. The small increase in the DMS source between 1870 and 2000 is mainly due to an increase in wind speed south of 50°S during the simulation (since temperature-related changes in oceanic DMS concentration are not included in the model). For natural organic carbon from terpenes [Guenther et al., 1995] , a yield of 13% is assumed for rapid conversion to POM, giving an annual source of 16.4 Tg C (21.3 Tg of POM using a conversion factor of 1.3).
[20] With this aerosol treatment, we estimate a change in top-of-atmosphere net downward irradiance of À1.1 W m À2 between 1870 and 1990 due to the combined direct and indirect aerosol effects. This figure was obtained from the difference of two 20-year runs with prescribed climatological sea surface temperatures (SSTs), with aerosol and aerosol-precursor emissions set to 1870 or 1990 levels, respectively, and other forcing factors held constant at late 20th century levels. This method (using the difference of two runs) is the usual approach when the second indirect effect is included, since it is difficult to estimate the second indirect effect without allowing the meteorology to evolve. The method was found to be satisfactory by Rotstayn and Penner [2001] , even though feedbacks (such as changes in land-surface temperature) are allowed to occur. They referred to it as a ''quasi forcing.'' A refinement of the method, designed to account for these feedbacks and hence provide a better predictor of the equilibrium global-mean temperature response to a given radiative perturbation, was suggested by Hansen et al. [2005] , namely
where F o is the ''quasi forcing'' from above, dT o is the global-mean surface temperature change when the radiative perturbation is introduced but the SSTs are held fixed, and l is an estimate of the model's equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter (in K per W m À2 ). Hansen et al. [2005] called F s the ''fixed SST forcing.'' From the last 10 years of our two 20-year runs, dT o = À0.072 K, and for the CSIRO GCM l % 0.8 K per W m À2 [Rotstayn and Penner, 2001 ]. Thus F s = À1.2 W m À2 is a more accurate estimate of the net anthropogenic aerosol forcing in our model between 1870 and 1990. Of this, the direct aerosol forcing is À0.39 W m À2 (calculated by making a second call to the shortwave radiation scheme, with aerosols turned off, in both runs) and the remainder (À0.8 W m À2 ) can be attributed to the indirect aerosol effect.
[21] Figure 2 shows the time evolution of global-mean near-surface temperature (T s ) changes from the HadCRUT2 observations [Jones and Moberg, 2003; Rayner et al., 2003 ] and from the model runs. The ALL ensemble clearly gives a better simulation of the observed global-mean T s changes, since the AXA ensemble overestimates the warming after about 1950. This result (that inclusion of aerosol forcing improves the simulation of global-mean T s changes) has been seen before in other GCMs [e.g., Mitchell et al. 1995 ].
Overview of the Aerosol Treatment 2.4.1. Evaluation of the Simulation
[22] Since we are emphasizing aspects of the climatic response to aerosol forcing, which is highly uncertain, a brief evaluation of the aerosol simulation is included here. A detailed evaluation of the sulfur cycle component has been presented [Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] , but the other aerosol components in the CSIRO GCM have not yet been presented in the open literature (though they are mostly based on previously published schemes). Table 4 compares the global averages of dry aerosol column burden from the year 2000 of the ALL ensemble with the results from 16 models that participated in the AeroCom intercomparison [Kinne et al., 2006] . The 16 models were those that were able to submit all the data requested by AeroCom. They were either global chemical transport models, or GCMs (preferably nudged to observed meteorology), with emissions in most cases for the year 2000. The results show that the CSIRO Mk3A model is close to the median of the AeroCom models for sulfate, POM, and dust and is somewhat below the median for BC. Likely reasons for the relatively low BC burden are the assumed emissions of 8.2 Tg per annum, compared to an average of 11.9 Tg per annum for the AeroCom models [Textor et al., 2006] , and the assumption of 100% hydrophilic emissions from bio- 
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ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS mass burning. This assumption promotes efficient removal of BC from the atmosphere by in-cloud scavenging. The sea-salt burden in the CSIRO model is much smaller than the median from the AeroCom models and is only slightly larger than the minimum from the AeroCom models. This probably reflects the use of a simple diagnostic sea-salt scheme, which allows no sea salt over land or above the top of the boundary layer over oceans. Even the inclusion of a simple ''background'' sea-salt distribution in these areas would improve the agreement of the sea-salt burden with the median value from the AeroCom models.
[23] Table 5 compares the all-sky midvisible (550 nm) aerosol optical depths (AODs) from the year 2000 of the ALL ensemble with the values from the AeroCom models [Kinne et al., 2006] . Relative to the median AeroCom model, the CSIRO model has a low bias of 38% in total AOD and a smaller low bias of 14% in the fine-mode AOD (which reflects contributions from sulfate, POM, and BC). This supports the suggestion in the previous paragraph that the most serious deficiency in the CSIRO aerosol treatment is the diagnostic treatment of sea salt and its consequent restriction to the marine boundary layer. The relatively low absorption AOD in the CSIRO model is probably due to the relatively low black carbon burden (see Table 4 ). There may also be a contribution from the fact that we scaled up the SSAs for dust to match the relatively high value of 0.98 at 670 nm used by Bellouin et al. [2003] (see footnote d in Table 2 ). We modified the SSAs because of mounting evidence from observations that the lower SSAs that are typical of older models tend to overestimate the absorption of shortwave radiation by dust [e.g., Myhre et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2004] . After the scaling, the SSA in the midvisible band (497-692 nm) is 1 for small dust and 0.96 for large dust. In future, we plan to use the updated refractive indices from Myhre et al. [2003] to recalculate the SSAs for our model.
[24] Kinne et al. [2006] gave an estimate of midvisible global-mean AOD of 0.15 from a satellite composite, which considered input from seven different satellite retrievals. They also gave a slightly smaller estimate of 0.135 based on data from the surface-based Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) [Holben et al., 2001] . The choice of satellite AOD data for the composite was made by comparison of the satellite retrievals with monthly AERONET statistics in 12 different regions to reduce the effects of cloud contamination or other biases in the retrieval algorithms. The final AOD composite used data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Kaufman et al., 1997] , the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Channel 1 [Ignatov and Nalli, 2002] and the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) [Martonchik et al., 1998 ]. Over land, MISR was used, except in the tropical biomass-burning regions, where MODIS was used. Over oceans, MODIS was used in the tropics, and AVHRR was used at middle and high latitudes. Comparison with AERONET data indicates that the satellite composite overestimates AOD by roughly 10% in the global mean, though the overestimate is larger over North America and the tropical oceans (S. Kinne, Aerosol direct radiative forcing with an AERONET touch, submitted to Atmospheric Environment, 2007, hereinafter referred to as Kinne, submitted manuscript, 2007) . The high bias over tropical oceans is at least partly due to contamination of the MODIS retrieval by thin cirrus [Yu et al., 2006] . Despite some limitations, the satellite composite is attractive because it gives near-global coverage of observations, so in Figure 3 we compare the clear-sky AODs from the model with the composite satellite-retrieved AODs. The clear-sky values from the model are used, since the satellite retrievals generally screen out cloudy pixels. The annual, global-mean clear-sky AOD in the CSIRO model for the year 2000 is 0.093, somewhat lower than the estimates from Kinne et al. [2006] . Compared with the satellite composite, the low AOD in the model is apparent over most regions but especially over the tropical oceans, North America, and the Amazon basin. Over the tropical oceans and North America, the high bias in the satellite composite exaggerates the impression of a low bias in the GCM. Besides the sea-salt issue mentioned above, biases in the GCM point to possible problems with the emissions (such as an underestimate of emissions from biomass burning) or other aspects of the aerosol treatment, such as scavenging or radiative properties. The model shows relatively large AODs over oceans to the east of Asia and North America, due to a large contribution from sea salt. This probably reflects the omission of sea-salt scavenging from the model. However, in both the June -August (JJA) and December -February (DJF) seasons, the model qualitatively captures most of the main features of the global AOD distribution, including the major Saharan and Asian dust sources and the industrial sources of the NH.
[25] Aerosol absorption is very sensitive to aerosol mixing state [e.g., Jacobson 2001] and absorbing aerosols play a major role in determining surface cooling, atmospheric heating, and consequently the stability and convection in the atmosphere. In our model, POM and BC are assumed to be internally mixed and other species are externally mixed, so it is important to evaluate the modeled SSAs against observations. Point observations from AERONET can be used for model evaluation at selected grid points [e.g., Ghan et al. 2001] . Recently, a gridded global climatology of aerosol SSA at 550 nm has been constructed by constraining the AeroCom models with measurements from AERONET, to form an AERONET-model composite (Kinne, submitted manuscript, 2007) . The new climatology prioritizes statistics from AERONET but falls back on the median reference fields from the AeroCom models [Kinne et al., 2006] if data are unavailable or considered too poor in quality. For example, AERONET SSA data are not used if AOD <0.3, since they are unreliable at low optical depths.
In Figure 4, [26] It should be noted that although we have evaluated the radiative properties of the simulated aerosols at the usual reference wavelength of 550 nm, both AOD and SSA are highly wavelength dependent, so more work is required to establish the extent of the errors in the model's broadband aerosol forcing. Indeed, current measurement-based approaches to the assessment of direct aerosol forcing are also subject to considerable uncertainty [Yu et al., 2006] , and more observational work is also required to reduce this uncertainty.
Limitations of the Aerosol Treatment
[27] The prognostic aerosol and cloud schemes described above are ''bulk'' treatments, in the sense that aerosol and cloud species are not resolved in size (except for dust), and there are no interactions among different aerosol species. This is typical of the treatments in the transient GCM runs submitted for the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; see http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/model_documentation/ ipcc_model_documentation.php). Prognostic aerosol and cloud treatments in these models are generally fairly simple, due to the heavy computational demands of ensembles of multicentury integrations. More advanced aerosol treatments (incorporating multiple size bins or modes) are seen in some of the aerosol modules that participated in Aero-Com [Textor et al., 2006] . A complex treatment incorporating size-resolved hydrometeors and aerosols and detailed cloud-aerosol interactions has also been described [Jacobson, 2004] , though the task of validating such a scheme on a global scale is very demanding, and the computational requirements would presumably be much larger than for the present model. The cloud and sulfurcycle treatments in the CSIRO GCM have been evaluated in considerable detail against observations [Rotstayn, 1998; Rotstayn and Lohmann, 2002b] and were generally found to perform well. Recently, we have greatly improved the global simulation of AOD relative to that shown in Figure 3 by making some fairly minor changes to the model (principally, increasing the carbonaceous aerosol emissions and allowing a background level of sea salt to exist above the top of the marine boundary layer). However, our relatively simple treatments of aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions have some intrinsic limitations, which we discuss here.
[28] The treatment of sea salt is perhaps the most serious limitation of the aerosol module because it is not prognostic. Thus while sea-salt concentrations in the marine boundary layer can respond to changes in local wind speed, they cannot respond to changes in precipitation or transport. It is our intention to upgrade the model to include a prognostic treatment, although it should be noted that there are large variations among the different source functions that have been used [Lewis and Schwartz, 2004; Textor et al., 2006 ]. Since sea salt concentrations are large in the SH and are expected to change with climate, it is possible that the simple treatment used here may have influenced our results. Our simulations do show increasing trends of sea salt concentration over the Southern Ocean (south of about 50°S) due to increasing wind speed there. It is possible that this has affected climatic trends over southern Australia, perhaps via effects on the Southern Annular Mode, but it seems less likely to have influenced the tropics and subtropics (which are the main focus of this study).
[29] Although our mineral dust treatment is prognostic, our model does not currently include longwave radiative effects of dust, which are thought to be substantial [e.g., Zhang and Christopher 2003] . We have not conducted tests to determine whether our results are sensitive to the inclusion of dust in the model, but it is possible that omission of dust longwave forcing may have affected our results. Also, the modeled dust emissions are a function of wind speed and soil moisture [Ginoux et al., 2004] , but changes in dust emission due to land-use changes are not included in our simulations. Perhaps for this reason, the dust burden over Australia does not vary appreciably over the period of our analysis (averaging 84.9 mg m À2 during the 1950s and 84.2 mg m À2 during the 1990s). For this reason, we do not believe that dust feedbacks have had a large impact on Australian climatic trends in our simulation, but to show this rigorously we would have to perform another ensemble of runs with dust emission turned off.
[30] Several other aspects of our ''bulk'' aerosol treatment are very simplified, although they are typical of current GCMs. For example, different aerosol modes cannot interact (e.g., by coagulation or heterogeneous chemistry), and BC and POM are converted from hydrophobic to hydrophilic states with a fixed e-folding time, regardless of conditions. The treatment of secondary organic aerosol is also crude, since conversion to POM is assumed to occur instantaneously, which would alter the spatial distribution of POM, and gas photochemistry is not treated in the model. Emissions of POM and BC are assumed to be hydrophilic or hydrophobic with specified fractions, whereas in reality the hydrophilic fraction depends on particle size. Nitrate aerosol is currently omitted, although there is evidence that it is has significant direct and indirect effects on climate [e.g., Adams et al., 2001; Ishizaka and Adhikari, 2003] . Cloud droplet number concentration in the stratiform-cloud scheme is determined as an empirical function of aerosol mass, which neglects much of the subtle physics and chemistry involved in cloud droplet nucleation [e.g., Lance et al. 2004 ]. There is considerable variation among existing parameterizations of cloud droplet number concentration, and our results are likely to be quite sensitive to the particular scheme we have used in these simulations.
Interactions between aerosols and convective rainfall are neglected, even though observations [Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998 ], detailed cloud modeling [Khain and Pokrovsky, 2004] , and sensitivity tests with GCMs [Menon and Rotstayn, 2006 ] all suggest they are likely to be important. In general, the problem of treating unresolved subgridscale cloud processes in GCMs leads to many uncertainties [Pincus and Klein, 2000; Rotstayn, 2000; Randall et al., 2003] , and this has motivated some authors to develop models that allow multiple subgrid clouds to exist in each GCM grid box [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001; Jacobson, 2004] . These approaches are much more computationally demanding but hold promise for future climatechange simulations.
[31] Some aerosol-related climate feedbacks are also omitted from our simulations. These include temperaturedependent changes in oceanic DMS concentrations [e.g., Charlson et al., 1987; Gabric et al., 2003 ], since we prescribe this field based on measurements taken in the modern-day climate. Natural emissions of terpenes are also expected to change with climate [Kanakidou et al., 2005] , but in the model these are prescribed.
Simulation of Australian Rainfall and Cloudiness
[32] The global distribution of annual rainfall from an earlier version of the Mk3A CSIRO GCM was shown by 
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ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS Rotstayn and Lohmann [2002a] , and it was found that the model was broadly successful at simulating the main features of the observed global climatological rainfall pattern. This is also true of the current version (not shown), but since the present study focuses primarily on Australian rainfall trends, it is important to check whether the model can simulate the regional rainfall patterns over Australia. Figure 5 shows observed and modeled seasonal precipitation for JJA and DJF, averaged over the period 1970 -1999. The observations are high-resolution (0.5°) gridded data from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU), known as CRU TS 2.1 [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] , and the modeled values are the ALL ensemble mean. In both seasons the model is broadly successful at capturing the spatial pattern of precipitation, although it tends to be too dry over southern Australia, especially over the southwestern corner in DJF.
Also, the monsoonal rainfall over the northeastern corner is underestimated in DJF. Overall, this is an encouraging result for a low-resolution GCM.
[33] The distribution of global cloudiness in an earlier version of the CSIRO GCM was compared with observations by Rotstayn [1998] and was found to be generally satisfactory. Here, we continue our focus on the Australian region and compare observed and modeled cloudiness for JJA and DJF, averaged over the period 1970 -1999 ( Figure 6) . The observed values are from CRU TS 2.1 and are based on surface observations. In both seasons the model captures the broad pattern of cloudiness over Australia, but there are problems in the detail. In JJA the model somewhat underestimates cloudiness over southwestern Australia and overestimates it over northern Australia. In DJF the modeled cloudiness is fairly realistic The low bias over southern Australia in DJF is similar to the result for rainfall, suggesting a common underlying dynamical bias. We have found that the SH midlatitude storm tracks in the model tend to lie too far to the south; the effects of this bias are noticeable in the next section, where observed and modeled trends are compared.
Observed and Modeled Trends in the Australian Hydrological Cycle 1951-1996
[34] Here and in the following sections, we focus on the period 1951 -1996. We take 1951 as the starting point of the analysis, since global aerosol levels began to increase steeply after 1950. We take 1996 as the end point of the analysis, since in our model the average optical depth of anthropogenic aerosol over the region we defined as Asia (in section 2.3) reached a maximum in 1996. We expect that the impact of anthropogenic aerosols on the Australian hydrological cycle in our model is predominantly due to the large Asian aerosol haze, rather than the much smaller amounts of aerosol that exist over Australia itself. For example, Figure 7 shows the trend in small-particle aerosol optical depth during 1951-1996 from the ALL ensemble. Small particles are assumed to be sulfate, POM, and BC, so this quantity is a good proxy for anthropogenic aerosol optical depth [e.g., Kaufman et al. 2005 ]. Figure 7 shows the predominance of anthropogenic aerosol trends in the NH relative to those in the SH and in particular of those over Asia relative to those over Australia. The predominant impact of Asian aerosols in our model is confirmed by a sensitivity test, in which only Asian anthropogenic aerosols are allowed to vary with time (see section 6).
Spatially Averaged Trends
[35] Table 6 shows observed and modeled trends in rainfall, cloudiness, and DTR, averaged over Australia.
The observations are from CRU TS 2.1 [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] and from the high-quality rainfall [Lavery et al., 1997] and temperature [Della-Marta et al., 2004] networks of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. Statistical significance was assessed by a two-sided t-test using the 46 continent-averaged annual means as independent data points. The observed rainfall trends are not significant, due to contrasting areas of increasing and decreasing rainfall that are discussed below. There is a much stronger decrease of DTR in the CRU observations than in the Bureau's observations. In part, this probably reflects the fact that the Bureau's observations exclude sites that were thought to be affected by increasing urbanization, whereas the CRU observations do not. Using the annual Australian DTR values from the Bureau, we find a correlation with the annual Australian cloudiness observations of À0.89, close to the value of À0.90 previously reported [Dai et al., 1997] . Using the DTR values from the CRU, we obtain an even stronger correlation of À0.95, but this is probably because DTR observations were used to derive estimates of cloudiness in regions of missing cloud observations in the CRU data [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] . While the details of the cloudiness trends are open to question, the veracity of an overall increasing trend is supported by the increasing rainfall trend and by the strong correlation with the Bureau's DTR measurements. For all three quantities (rainfall, cloudiness, and DTR), Table 6 shows that the ALL ensemble agrees better with the observations than the AXA ensemble does.
[36] The trend of increasing cloudiness and rainfall in the ALL ensemble may also be consistent with the observed trend of decreasing Australian pan evaporation reported recently [Roderick and Farquhar, 2004] . The shortwave radiative impact of increased cloudiness and column water vapor and the effect of a moister lower atmosphere would contribute to decreased pan evaporation . However, a detailed analysis would also need to consider the offsetting longwave effects of increased cloudiness, as well as any changes in wind speed and direct aerosol effects over Australia.
Rainfall and Cloudiness Trends in Detail
[37] In this subsection, we consider the spatial patterns of the modeled Australian rainfall and cloudiness trends and compare them with observed trends from CRU TS 2.1. We assess statistical significance based on a two-sided t-test using the 46 annual means from each grid box as independent data points. There is an argument that in the tropical and subtropical parts of Australia, it makes sense to timeaverage the rainfall data so that each wet season (November to April) constitutes an independent data point. (For example, each year might run from November to October, rather than using calendar years.) However, when we tested this approach, it made little difference to the results.
[38] Figure 8 shows trends in annual rainfall over Australia from observations, from the ALL and AXA ensemble means, and the differences between the ALL and AXA ensemble means. The observed rainfall (Figure 8a) shows increases in the northwestern and central parts of Australia and decreases in the east, southeast, and southwest. On the basis of a two-sided t-test using the 46 annual means from each grid box as independent data points, we find that the observed trends during 1951 -1996 are statistically significant only over limited areas, mostly in the northwest. The observed decrease of rainfall in the southwest has been linked to changes in the Southern Annular Mode (discussed in section 1), and this suggests possible links to increasing greenhouse gases or Antarctic ozone depletion, but there are still ambiguities in making this connection [Timbal et al., 2006] . Other recent studies have suggested land-cover change [Pitman et al., 2004] or natural multidecadal fluctuations [Cai et al., 2005c] as possible causes of the rainfall decrease in the southwest. The observed rainfall decrease along the east coast may reflect an increased frequency of El-Niño events in the late 20th century, which could be related to increased greenhouse gases (at least in part), but detailed studies are lacking. The observed trends show little statistical significance there and may simply be due to natural fluctuations, especially in view of the fact that the 1950s were unusually wet over eastern Australia.
[39] Few studies have attempted to explain the increasing rainfall trend over northwestern and central Australia. A rainfall response with some similarity to the observed increase was obtained in a recent modeling study in which Australian surface albedos were decreased [Wardle and Smith, 2004] , though the prescribed decreases were much larger than could be justified based on current knowledge, so the authors left the cause of the rainfall increase as an open question. Whetton et al. [1996] compared rainfall changes in five enhanced greenhouse climate simulations that used coupled OAGCMs and five that used atmospheric GCMs with mixed-layer ocean models. The coupled experiments mostly gave a decrease of summertime rainfall over northwestern and central Australia, whereas the mixed-layer experiments mostly gave an increase (in better agreement with the observed 20th century trends). The authors noted that the stronger overall warming of the NH in the coupled models is expected to lead to a similar hemispheric imbalance in rainfall [Murphy and Mitchell, 1995] . The hemispheric imbalance is due to the much smaller proportion of land in the SH, causing a delayed warming there relative to the NH. In their coupled GCM simulation, Murphy and Mitchell [1995] found a shift in the mean Hadley circulation, with increased ascent to the north of the equator and increased subsidence to the south. This shift is of the opposite sense to that found in climate-change experiments forced by aerosol effects alone [e.g., Williams et al. 2001] . Whetton et al. [1996] pointed out that the warming of the SH was underestimated by the early coupled models that they considered, so they cautioned against giving too much weight to these models, despite their in-principle advantages over mixed-layer models. However, they were unsure why the largest differences between the simulated rainfall changes of the coupled and mixed-layer experiments should occur in the tropics and subtropics of the Australian region.
[40] The ALL ensemble mean shows increasing rainfall over most of the continent, with the strongest rainfall increase in the northwest corner (Figure 8b ). The AXA ensemble shows mostly decreasing rainfall, especially in the northwest (Figure 8c) . Overall, the ALL ensemble agrees better with the observations, even though it does not capture the decreasing rainfall along the east coast. The ALL ensemble shows decreasing rainfall to the south of Australia, instead of over southern Australia as seen in the observations. This reflects the fact that the SH storm tracks in the Mk3A model are too far south, so the expected ''signature'' of their poleward shift [Yin, 2005] also appears too far south. The differences between the ALL and AXA ensembles (i.e., the effect of anthropogenic aerosols) show statistical significance over much of the continent (Figure 8d ). The inability of the AXA simulation to capture the increase in rainfall centered over northwestern Australia is consistent with the results from Whetton et al. [1996] and also with another study in which seven out of eight coupled OAGCMs forced only by greenhouse gases showed a decrease of wet season rainfall over northwestern Australia [Whetton et al., 2001 ].
[41] The observed rainfall increase over northwestern and central Australia is primarily a summertime phenomenon, since it is mostly in that season that the monsoonal rains occur (both in the real world and in the model). Figure 9 shows the observed and modeled rainfall trends for the DJF season. The pattern in the AXA ensemble (Figure 9c) shows decreases in the northwest and increases in the north and east and is negatively correlated with the observed pattern (Figure 9a ). Although the ALL ensemble (Figure 9b) does not capture the rainfall decrease over eastern Australia, the difference between the ALL and AXA ensembles (Figure 9d ) shows that including aerosols in the model has reduced the increase of summertime rainfall in the northeast, substantially improving the agreement with the pattern of observed trends.
[42] Figure 10 shows cloudiness trends from observations, from the ALL and AXA ensemble means, and the difference between the ALL and AXA ensemble means. The observed cloudiness trends show increases over most of the continent, except for parts of the southwest and southeast, and are statistically significant over wide areas. As discussed above, the observations are very uncertain, but the veracity of an overall increasing trend is supported by the decreasing DTR trend. Over northwestern and central Australia, the observed cloudiness trends are of the same sign as the observed rainfall trends, but there are some regions (notably in the northeast) where the cloudiness trends are of opposite sign to the rainfall trends. The ALL ensemble mean shows increasing cloudiness over most of the continent, whereas the AXA ensemble shows decreasing cloudiness over the entire continent (covering a much larger area than the rainfall decrease in the AXA ensemble). The differences between the ALL and AXA ensembles (Figure 10d) show that inclusion of anthropogenic aerosols in the model causes an increasing cloudiness trend over almost the entire continent. Overall, the ALL ensemble agrees much better with the observed trends, except that it does not capture the observed decreasing trends in the Figure 8 . Observed and modeled annual rainfall trends (mm per century) over the Australian region for the period 1951 to 1996. Modeled trends are ensemble means (ALL and AXA) and the difference between them (ALL minus AXA). Light (heavy) stippling shows areas where the trends are significant at 10% (1%).
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ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS southwest and southeast (which are broadly consistent with decreasing observed rainfall in those regions). Again, this probably reflects the SH storm tracks being too far south in the model, which results in the decreasing midlatitude cloudiness trend falling to the south of the continent (Figure 10b ).
Dynamical Aspects of the Trends
Surface Temperature and Atmosphere
[43] The different responses of the Australian hydrological cycle between the two ensembles are caused by different patterns of regional temperature change and the resulting changes in atmospheric circulation. Figure 11 shows that whereas the surface in the AXA ensemble warms everywhere in the region surrounding Australia, the inclusion of aerosols in the ALL ensemble causes regional cooling trends over parts of Asia and the Pacific Ocean, which are qualitatively similar to the regions of cooling in the surface observations. Over China, the model (Figure 11c ) agrees better with the high-resolution observations (Figure 11b ) than with the HadCRUT2 observations (Figure 11a) , which show only a small area of cooling there. Over South Asia, the modeled region of cooling is displaced southwards relative to the observed cooling, perhaps because of the low horizontal resolution of the model and its highly smoothed representation of surface topography. Regions of observed surface cooling in the Pacific Ocean (Figure 11a ) are qualitatively captured by the Figure 9 . Observed and modeled DJF seasonal rainfall trends (mm per century) over the Australian region for the period 1951 to 1996. Modeled trends are ensemble means (ALL and AXA) and the difference between them (ALL minus AXA). Light (heavy) stippling shows areas where the trends are significant at 10% (1%).
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ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS ALL ensemble (Figure 11c ), although the modeled cooling in the North Pacific is split into two separate regions. In the ALL ensemble, the warming trend of SST in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean is greater than that in the northwestern tropical Indian Ocean (Figure 11c ), promoting stronger convection and rainfall over Australia. The SST pattern in Figure 11c resembles the ''negative'' phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole, which has previously been linked to increased rainfall over Australia on interannual timescales [Ashok et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2005a] . In the AXA ensemble the SST pattern is reversed, with a greater warming trend of SST in the northwestern tropical Indian Ocean than in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean (Figure 11d ). Note that changes in ocean dynamics make an important contribution to the different SST trends in the two ensembles (see section 4.2). As expected for an eightmember ensemble, there is less spatial variability in the ALL ensemble than in the observations.
[44] Trends in atmospheric circulation from the two ensembles are shown in Figure 12 . For the ALL ensemble, the trend in vertical motion at 500 hPa (Figure 12a ) and the associated divergent winds at 220 hPa show that convection over the Indian Ocean has moved away from the northwestern tropical Indian Ocean and towards the southeast, closer to Australia (220 hPa is roughly the level of convective outflow, so the trend of divergent wind vectors at this Figure 10 . Observed and modeled cloudiness trends (% per century) over the Australian region for the period 1951 to 1996. Modeled trends are ensemble means (ALL and AXA) and the difference between them (ALL minus AXA). Light (heavy) stippling shows areas where the trends are significant at 10% (1%).
ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS level shows the reverse of the trend in convective activity). Figure 12c shows the trends in near-surface winds for the ALL ensemble, which are consistent with the vertical motion trends (Figure 12a ), in that they flow toward the centers of increased convection. In particular, there is convergence of the near-surface winds into a region south of Sumatra, resulting in a center of strongly increasing ascent there. This feature also affects Australia, especially the northwestern parts, where the observed trend of increasing rainfall is strongest (Figure 8a ). Over the Pacific Ocean, the ALL ensemble shows a southward shift of convection across the Equator, consistent with the T s trends (Figure 11c ), and reminiscent of earlier results in GCM simulations forced by aerosol effects [e.g., Rotstayn et al. 2000b ].
[45] Dynamically, the meridional temperature gradient over the Indian Ocean and southern Asia affects the meridional pressure gradient, which is the driving force of the low-level monsoonal winds [Webster and Fasullo, 2003] . Zonally averaged trends in T s and sea level pressure (SLP) over a region covering the tropical Indian Ocean and southern Asia are shown in Figure 13 . The trend in the meridional T s gradient in the ALL ensemble (Figure 13a ) shows the influence of Asian aerosol-induced cooling and agrees well with that in the observations, even though this ensemble generally underestimates the warming over this region. The trend in the meridional SLP gradient in the ALL ensemble (Figure 13b ) is dynamically consistent with the T s trend and enhances the monsoonal flow toward Australia. The AXA ensemble shows a trend in meridional SLP gradient of the opposite sense to that in the ALL ensemble. This is consistent with increased Asian continental heating in the AXA ensemble, which is mainly forced by increasing greenhouse gases.
[46] We have not shown observed trends in the meridional SLP gradient in Figure 13b because we found very large differences among the available data sets in this region (not shown). We considered the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] , the ERA-40 reanalysis from 1958 [Uppala et al., 2005] , a new global historical SLP data set (HadSLP2) [Allan and Ansell 2006] , and another historical SLP data set [Smith and Reynolds, 2004] , which covers oceanic areas only. Large differences in the data make it difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding the realism of our modeled SLP trends. Gillett et al. [2005] also showed large differences in SLP trends among different data sets.
[47] Consistent with the above, the trends in vertical motion and near-surface winds are also very different in the AXA ensemble. The winds over the Indian Ocean (Figure 12d) show a tendency to flow toward Asia, forced by the trend in meridional SLP-gradient (Figure 13b ). There Figure 11 . T s trends in K/century for the period 1951 to 1996. Observations are from (a) the global 5°HadCRUT2 data set [Jones and Moberg, 2003; Rayner et al., 2003] and (b) the high-resolution (0.5°) CRU TS 2.1 data set over land [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] . Modeled trends are means from the (c) ALL and (d) AXA ensembles. T s represents sea surface temperature over oceans and surface-air temperature over land.
ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS is a trend of increased subsidence over most of tropical Australia (Figure 12b ), consistent with the reversed trends in the meridional T s and SLP gradients ( Figure 13 ). The increased subsidence over Australia is also consistent with an El Niño-like SST trend pattern in the Pacific Ocean, as seen in some climate-change simulations forced by increasing levels of greenhouse gases [Meehl and Washington, 1996; Cai and Whetton, 2000] . [48] A simple way to quantify the extent to which the Pacific SST trend pattern is El Niño-like is to compare the SST trends for the Niño 3.4 region (170°W -120°W, 5°S-5N°) and for a box in the tropical western Pacific (140°E-170°E, 5°S-5N°) [e.g., Philander 1990 ]. However, in common with many coupled OAGCMs [Knutson et al., 1997; Meehl et al., 2001; Cai et al., 2003b] , our model suffers from an eastern Pacific cold tongue that extends too far to the west, with the result that the simulated El Niño is also displaced to the west. Figure 14 shows the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of annual mean SST from the (unforced) preindustrial control run that we used to initialize the transient runs. It indicates that the model's major mode of variability in the Pacific Ocean resembles El Niño (including the familiar ''horseshoe'' pattern), but the SST maximum is displaced roughly 20°to the west of the Niño 3.4 region. Thus it is more appropriate to compare the modeled SST trends in two boxes shifted roughly 20°westward of those described above. To coincide with the model's grid box boundaries, we defined the eastern (shifted Niño 3.4 box) as approximately 172°E-138°W, 6°S-6°N and the western box as approximately 121°E-149°E, 6°S-6°N. In the AXA ensemble, the difference between the SST trends (eastern box minus western box) is +0.68 K/century, confirming a strong El Niño-like warming trend. In the ALL ensemble, the difference is À0.02 K/century, showing that the inclusion of anthropogenic aerosol forcing has caused the warming pattern to be weakly La Niña-like. This is consistent with the argument that the El Niño-like warming pattern in simulations forced by increasing greenhouse gases is caused by subduction of warm surface waters that originate in the extratropical North Pacific several decades earlier [Cai and Whetton, 2000] . A weaker surface warming in the extratropical North Pacific when anthropogenic aerosols are included thus leads to a more La Niña-like pattern of SST change in the tropical Pacific. (This is discussed further in section 6.) The more La Niña-like SST trend pattern in the ALL ensemble is also broadly consistent with the simulated trend of increasing rainfall over most of eastern Australia when anthropogenic aerosol forcing is included (Figure 8d ).
[49] Over the tropical Indian Ocean, the dynamical changes induced by aerosols in our model are similar in both DJF and JJA. Figure 15 shows the differences (ALL minus AXA) in the trends of near-surface winds for both seasons. There are marked differences between seasons over the tropical western Pacific, but over the tropical Indian Ocean the enhanced northerlies and northwesterlies are present in both seasons. In JJA the increased northerlies over the tropical Indian Ocean and southern Asia represent a weakening of the Asian monsoon, consistent with recent simulations of the effect of South Asian aerosol [Ramanathan et al., 2005] . In DJF, the increased northerlies and northwesterlies represent a strengthening of the reversed flow, which brings the monsoonal rainfall to northern Australia. Note that even though there is less solar radiation over South Asia and the northern Indian Ocean in DJF, the aerosol loading there is much larger in that season, since there is less scavenging by rainfall [e.g., Ramanathan et al. 2001] . Our result for DJF differs from that of Ramanathan et al. [2005] , who found that the South Asian aerosol haze induced a circulation change in DJF that was of the opposite sense to that induced in JJA in their model. This may reflect the different experimental designs used in the two studies and merits further investigation.
[50] It would be desirable to evaluate our modeled trends in atmospheric circulation using a product such as the 50-year NCEP-NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] . However, serious doubts have been raised about the suitability of the reanalysis for evaluation of circulation changes Figure 14 . First empirical orthogonal function of annual-mean SST over the tropical Indo-Pacific region, from the preindustrial control run that was used to initialize the transient runs. The two boxes are the Niño 3.4 and tropical western Pacific boxes that are routinely used to define El Niño or La Niña-like states. For the GCM, we use two boxes that are shifted approximately 20°to the west to better agree with the model's ENSO-like mode; see text for details.
ROTSTAYN ET AL: AUSTRALIAN RAINFALL AND ASIAN AEROSOLS in the tropics, due to changes in the observing system and/or data assimilation procedures [Kinter et al., 2004] . We similarly found that apparent trends in the reanalysis were not consistent with circulation changes expected from the observed T s trends in Figure 11a .
Oceanic Aspects
[51] The associated oceanic processes due to increasing aerosols may be assessed from differences between the ALL and AXA ensembles (ALL minus AXA). Figures 16a and  16b show the trend differences in surface wind stress and near-surface oceanic currents (averaged over 0 to 240 m depth). Over the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean, the cyclonic wind stress trend pattern (Figure 16a ) with westerlies and northwesterlies along the Sumatra-Java coast are conducive to warming of the eastern Indian Ocean through the combined effects of downwelling generated locally along the coast and eastward propagating equatorial downwelling Kelvin waves remotely induced from the central equatorial Indian Ocean. The trend pattern resembles that associated with the negative phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole [Saji et al., 1999] . These processes are reflected in the contrast between trends in the ALL ensemble mean (Figure 12c ), in which westerlies and northwesterlies along the Sumatra-Java coast are clearly shown, and in the AXA ensemble mean (Figure 12d) , where the absence of aerosol forcing produces opposite trends with southeasterlies promoting cooling off the Sumatra-Java coast.
[52] Over the Pacific sector, the wind stress trend pattern resembles that during a La Niña event, with substantial easterly anomalies in the equatorial Pacific promoting upwelling-induced cooling along the Equator, and a cyclonic wind stress trend pattern over the subtropical and midlatitude southwestern Pacific Ocean (Figure 16a ). These wind stress trends induce ocean circulation changes consisting of northward flows along the western boundary into the equatorial Pacific (Figure 16b ). Feeding the northward flows are westward currents at latitudes north of New Zealand, contributing to cooling seen in Figure 11c as they advect cool water to lower latitudes from east of New Zealand. These flows feed a stronger Indonesian Throughflow, contributing to a strengthening of the South Equatorial Current of the Indian Ocean and the modeled Leeuwin Current. The stronger Indonesian Throughflow is another mechanism that contributes to the warming over the eastern Indian Ocean.
[53] In summary, aerosol forcing produces circulation changes of the entire Indo-Pacific system, with a La Niñalike trend pattern, a negative Indian Ocean Dipole-like trend, and a stronger Indonesian Throughflow; the coexistence of these features is consistent with their relationship on interannual timescales [Meyers, 1996; Cai et al., 2005b] . This result may have important implications for our understanding of climate change in regions other than Australia and merits further investigation.
Isolating the Impact of Asian Aerosols
[54] Since our ALL ensemble included anthropogenic aerosols from all regions, it is valid to ask whether the response of the model over Australia is entirely or predominantly due to aerosols from Asia, as we have claimed. To test this, we performed another eight-member ensemble (''ASIA''), in which only Asian anthropogenic aerosols were included. The setup was identical to that of the ALL ensemble, except that emissions of anthropogenic aerosols and their precursors were held fixed at their 1870 levels outside the rectangular region that we defined as ''Asia'' in section 2.3. Figure 17 shows the difference (ASIA minus AXA) in ensemble-mean annual rainfall trends over Australia, i.e., the effect of Asian anthropogenic aerosols. The pattern is very similar to that shown in Figure 8d , confirming that the response of the model over Australia is predominantly due to aerosols from Asia.
[55] Another question is whether the shift toward a more La Niña-like pattern of SST change in the ALL ensemble is related to anthropogenic aerosols from Asia or from elsewhere. We recalculated the 1951-1996 SST trends from the ASIA ensemble for the shifted Niñ o 3.4 and tropical western Pacific boxes, as we did for the other ensembles in section 4.1. In the ASIA ensemble, the difference between the SST trends (eastern box minus western box) is +0.23 K/century. This represents a warming trend that is less El Niño-like than that in the AXA ensemble (+0.68 K/ century) but not as La Niñ a-like as that in the ALL ensemble (À0.02 K/century). This suggests that the more La Niña-like SST trend pattern in the ALL ensemble is partly related to anthropogenic aerosols from regions other than Asia. According to Cai and Whetton [2000] , the SST trend in the tropical eastern Pacific in the second half of the 20th century is related to the SST trend in the extratropical North Pacific in the first half of the century because the surface waters from the North Pacific take several decades to travel to the tropical Pacific via the deep ocean. To check this, we show in Figure 18 the differences (ALL minus AXA and ASIA minus AXA) in ensemble-mean T s trends over the North Pacific region during 1901 -1950. There is a marked cooling trend of North Pacific SST due to the inclusion of anthropogenic aerosols in the ALL ensemble, which is only weakly present in the ASIA ensemble. This tends to confirm that the mechanism described by Cai and Whetton [2000] is present in our simulations and that the more La Niña-like SST trend pattern in the ALL ensemble is partly related to anthropogenic aerosols from regions other than Asia.
Further Discussion
[56] The ensemble means shown in the preceding figures do not give a sense of the variability between runs, which is substantial. Although our low-resolution model underestimates El Niño-like variability, it does have substantial variability on multidecadal timescales. Figure 19 shows the rainfall trends for the eight members of the ALL ensemble. All members have a positive trend in annual rainfall when averaged over Australia, ranging from 24 mm/century to 280 mm/century, but the patterns differ strongly in some of the runs. These results emphasize that natural interdecadal fluctuations have probably contributed to the observed trends in the Australian hydrological cycle, even though the runs with anthropogenic aerosols show a stronger propensity for increasing rainfall and cloudiness. It is possible that our low-resolution simulations overestimate interdecadal rainfall variability over Australia, which would tend to exaggerate the differences among the panels of Figure 19 . We suspect this to be the case because when we computed the power spectrum of global-mean near-surface temperature and compared it to the observed power spectrum (not shown), the model had too little variability on ENSO-like timescales but too much variability on 10 to 30-year timescales. This is an important topic for further research.
[57] Our hypothesis (regarding attribution of the rainfall trends over northwestern and central Australia) would be more convincing if the inclusion of anthropogenic aerosols had improved the agreement with observed rainfall trends over the whole of Australia. In fact, the annual rainfall trends in the ALL ensemble show worse agreement with observed trends over much of eastern and southern Australia (Figure 8) . The rainfall trends for eastern Australia are difficult to interpret, given that there are currently no detailed studies, and insufficient evidence to clearly distinguish the trends from natural variability. If the observed rainfall decreases over eastern Australia do reflect a shift toward more El Niño-like conditions in the late 20th century, then a possible interpretation of our result is that the extent to which anthropogenic aerosols make the Pacific Ocean warming pattern more La Niña-like is overestimated by our model. Over southern Australia, a likely explanation for the less realistic rainfall trends shown by the ALL ensemble is that, because the midlatitude frontal systems are located too far south in the model, southern Australia responds as a part of the subtropical regime, and the greenhouse-warming ''signature'' of a southward shift of the midlatitude frontal systems is displaced to the south. It is interesting that the changes in rainfall trends due to inclusion of Asian anthropogenic aerosols ( Figure 17 ) are similar to those due to all anthropogenic aerosols (Figure 8d ) over mainland Australia, but Asian aerosols do not induce the increasing rainfall trends to the south of the continent that are seen in Figure 8d . A possible interpretation of this result is that in the ALL ensemble, aerosol forcing substantially offsets the overall warming due to greenhouse gases, so the greenhouse-induced southward shift of the midlatitude frontal systems is weakened. In the ASIA ensemble, the globalmean warming is only slightly reduced relative to that in the AXA ensemble (not shown), so this weakening of the southward shift of the midlatitude frontal systems is much less evident. However, the regional dynamic response (induced by the meridional T s gradient in the Australasian region) is still present in the ASIA ensemble. Figure 19 . The 1951-1996 annual rainfall trends (mm per century) for the eight runs in the ALL ensemble.
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[58] Aside from the reservations expressed in the previous paragraph, there are several other caveats regarding our results. One limitation is the coarse resolution of the model, which also necessitated the use of an older version of the Cox-Bryan ocean model than that used in our highresolution (spectral T63) GCM. This choice was largely due to computational constraints, and it would be desirable to repeat these experiments with our T63 model, which has several advantages (including a better simulation of El Niñ o-like variability). It is also essential to check whether our results can be reproduced by other GCMs. As discussed in section 2.4.2, many aspects of the aerosol treatment are highly simplified, and some aerosol-related climate feedbacks are omitted from the model. Also, it is possible that the model's underestimate of AOD over many regions may cause the contribution to Australian climatic trends from Asian anthropogenic aerosols to be overestimated, or the contribution from East Asia to be overestimated relative to that from South Asia. (Note that we have not attempted to break down the effects of Asian aerosols into contributions from different parts of Asia.) Many other aspects of the model are also uncertain, and (for example) the response of the GCM to spatially inhomogeneous forcing is likely to be sensitive to the treatment of moist atmospheric processes such as clouds and convection. The HadCRUT2 near-surface temperature observations provide some support for our simulations, but we were unable to draw any conclusions regarding our simulated SLP trends, due to large differences among the historical SLP data sets. Also, the very different rainfall trend patterns shown by the individual members of the ALL ensemble ( Figure 19 ) are a reminder of the difficulty of attributing cause and effect in a deterministic manner.
Conclusions
[59] The most robust conclusion from this study is that forcing from anthropogenic aerosols should not be neglected in future modeling of Australian climate change. Our results also suggest the hypothesis that Asian anthropogenic aerosols have substantially affected the hydrological cycle in the Australian region, by altering the meridional temperature gradient between Asia and northern Australia. These aerosols are a possible cause of the increasing Australian rainfall trend centered over the northwestern part of the continent. Whereas anthropogenic aerosols may suppress the hydrological cycle over southern Asia, the compensating circulation changes may enhance it over much of Australia. The effect of including anthropogenic aerosols in the model resembles a negative Indian Ocean Dipole-like trend pattern, with relatively warmer SSTs in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean than in the northwestern tropical Indian Ocean. This pattern has been associated with increased rainfall and convection over Australia (though we note that previous research has mostly linked it to increased Australian winter rainfall, whereas the increasing rainfall trend over northwestern Australia is primarily a summertime phenomenon). Anthropogenic aerosols also make the simulated pattern of SST change in the tropical Pacific more like La Niña, since they induce a cooling of the surface waters in the extratropical North Pacific, which are then transported to the tropics several decades later via the deep ocean. This response of our model was partly due to aerosols from regions other than Asia. It raises the intriguing possibility that just as anthropogenic aerosols are postulated to have ''protected'' the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation from a greenhouseinduced weakening [Delworth and Dixon, 2006] , they may have offset some of the greenhouse-induced pattern of El Niño-like SST change in the Pacific. This could have important implications for our understanding of climate change in Australia and in other regions that are affected by ENSO. While we have focused on Australia in this paper, our results suggest that aerosol forcing may have influenced atmospheric circulation and rainfall over the Maritime Continent and the wider Indo-Pacific region, and this would be an interesting topic for further study.
[60] The above conclusions are all subject to the caveat that many aspects of our model are uncertain or highly simplified, as discussed in section 2.4. This highlights the need for more research to better understand the properties of aerosols and their direct and indirect effects on climate.
[61] If our results are correct, then future long-term rainfall trends over northwestern and central Australia are likely to be related to trends in Asian aerosol levels. Although global emissions of aerosols and aerosol precursors are generally expected to decline by 2030 [Streets et al., 2004] , the future of Asian emissions is more uncertain, due to rapid economic growth in that region. For example, Streets et al. [2004] project an increase of BC emissions in 2030 from South Asia and Southeast Asia (but not East Asia) in some of the IPCC scenarios. By 2050, they expect Asian emissions of BC and POM to be lower than in 1996, and the same is true for SO 2 in most of the scenarios considered by Nakicenovic et al. [2000] . If recent rainfall decreases in eastern and southwestern Australia (Figure 8a ) are related to increased levels of greenhouse gases, as suggested by some studies, then decreasing Asian aerosol levels may eventually augment a long-term trend of decreasing rainfall over Australia. However, other possible causes of existing rainfall trends (including land clearing and natural variability) have been proposed, and these suggest very different future scenarios for Australian rainfall. It is therefore an urgent priority to resolve these uncertainties, or our ability to predict the magnitude and sign of Australian regional climate change will be severely limited.
